#McMichaelFromHome

SUMMER MEMORIES
STEP 1: COLLECT AND ORGANIZE ALL OF YOUR MATERIALS

Gather the following materials:
• Bristol board or poster paper
• Colouring pencils or markers
• Glue
• Scissors

* Feel free to be creative and use
anything you find around the house.
Be sure to ask your parent or
guardian for permission first!

SAFETY TIP: Be sure to ask your
parent/guardian for permission and
help when handling scissors.

STEP 2: CREATE A ROUGH DRAFT

Tape two sheets of paper
together and draw a stylish
pair of sunglasses. Start
with drawing the lenses
first, followed by your
choice of frame.
Once you’re happy with
your design, cut out the
frame.
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STEP 3: CREATE YOUR STENCIL

Using your rough draft cut out, trace your
paper sunglasses onto a sheet of bristol
board or poster paper and cut them out.
This will become your sunglasses stencil.
TIP: Cut out the lenses first,
as this will keep your
frames from bending!

STEP 4: DRAW FROM MEMORY

Think back to a favourite summer
memory. What were you doing?
Keep the memory in mind as you tape
two sheets of paper and trace your
sunglasses stencil on it. Use your
memory as inspiration to draw and
colour the lenses in.
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STEP 5: GLUE THE STENCIL TO YOUR PAPER

Glue your sunglasses stencil onto your
drawing and trim the excess paper. Let
the glue dry before cutting off the excess
paper so that you don't accidently move
the image.

STEP 6: ADD DETAILS

You should now have a new pair of
sunglasses that display a reflection of
your summer memory in the lenses! You
can add as many details to your frame as
you like. Try attaching a string to display
the sunglasses in your room.
Share your artwork with your family and
see if they can guess your favourite
summer memory. Perhaps they can even
try on your new pair of sunglasses!

Share your creations with us by using #McMichaelFromHome and tagging us:
@mcmichaelgallery

@mcmichaelgallery

@mcacgallery
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